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A B S T R A C T   

Rugby players are subject to multiple impacts to their head and neck that could have adverse neurological effects 
and put them at increased risk of neurodegeneration. 

Previous studies demonstrated altered default mode network and diffusion metrics on brain, as well as more 
foraminal stenosis, disc protrusion and neck pain among players of contact sports as compared to healthy 
controls. However, the long-term effects of practice and repetitive impacts on brain and cervical spinal cord (cSC) 
of the rugby players have never been systematically investigated. 

In this study, 15 retired professional and amateur rugby players (R) and 15 age-matched healthy controls (HC) 
(all males; mean age R: 46.8 ± 7.6; and HC: 48.6 ± 9.5) were recruited both to investigate cord impairments and 
further characterize brain structure damage. Medical questionnaires including modified Japanese Orthopedic 
Association scale (mJOA) and Neck Disability Index (NDI) were filled by all participants. A 3 T multi-parametric 
MR protocol including conventional qualitative techniques such as T1-, T2-, and T2*-weighted sequences, as well 
as state-of-the art quantitative techniques including MP2RAGE T1 mapping and 3D ihMTRAGE, was used on both 
brain and cSC. Normalized brain WM and GM volumes, spine Overall Stenosis Score, cord cross-sectional area 
and regional T1 and ihMT metrics were derived from these acquisitions. 

Rugby players showed significantly higher NDI scores, as well as a faster decline of normalized brain GM 
volume with age as compared to HC. Moreover, higher T1 values on cSC suggestive of structural degeneration, 
together with higher T1 and lower ihMTsat on brain WM suggestive of demyelination, were observed in retired 
rugby players as compared to age-matched controls, which may suggest cumulative effects of long-term impacts 
on the tissues. Metrics also suggest early aging and different aging processes on brain tissue in the players. 

These preliminary observations provide new insights in the domain, which should now be further investigated 
on larger cohorts and multicentric longitudinal studies, and further correlated to the likelihood of neurode-
generative diseases and risk factors.   

Abbreviations: CSA, Cross-Sectional Area; cSC, Cervical Spinal Cord; CSF, Cerebrospinal Fluid; CST, Corticospinal Tracts; GM, Gray Matter; HC, Healthy Control; 
ihMT, inhomogeneous Magnetization Transfer; LST, Lateral Sensory Tracts; mJOA, Modified Japanese Orthopedic Association; MP2RAGE, Magnetization Prepared 2 
Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo; NDI, Neck Disability Index; OSS, Overall Stenosis Score; PST, Posterior Sensory Tracts; R, Rugby player; RST, Reticulo/Rubrospinal 
Tracts; WM, White Matter. 
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1. Introduction 

Players of contact sports, such as rugby, receive repetitive impacts to 
their head and neck that do not necessarily result in observable injuries 
(Bathgate et al., 2002). However, there have been several studies 
demonstrating the adverse effects of these impacts on the health of 
players. Most of these studies, focusing on the brain, demonstrated that 
rugby players, even without a history of concussion, may present lower 
visuomotor processing speed (Shuttleworth-Rdwards and Radloff, 
2008), more cognitive vulnerability (Alexander et al., 2015) and longer 
reaction times (Hume et al., 2017) compared to age-matched controls. 
Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) and functional MRI (fMRI) studies on 
brain have also demonstrated impaired microstructure with decreased 
Fractional Anisotropy (FA) in multiple white matter (WM) tracts 
accompanied with default mode network and visual network hyper-
connectivity in rugby players in-season as compared to off-season, 
which was not observed in players of non-contact sports (Manning 
et al., 2020). On spine, rugby players were found to have more chronic 
neck pain and foraminal stenosis, narrower vertebral canal, and more 
substantial osteophytes as compared to age-matched healthy controls 
(Berge et al., 1999; Brauge et al., 2015). However, no studies have been 
conducted so far to characterize potential effects on the cervical spinal 
cord (cSC) itself. 

In this study, we propose to use complementary state-of-the-art 
quantitative MRI techniques that have been recently adapted to brain 
and SC imaging at 3 T to scan retired rugby players that have played in 
amateur and professional leagues. The protocol included a fast 3D 
Magnetization Prepared 2 Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo (MP2RAGE) 
T1 mapping of both brain and cervical cord (Forodighasemabadi et al., 
2021), as well as the recent 3D inhomogeneous Magnetization Transfer 
with rapid acquisition gradient echo technique (ihMTRAGE) (Varma 
et al., 2020). Conventional T1 relaxometry has already been used widely 
to study tissue alterations in pathologies such as Multiple Sclerosis (MS) 
or Parkinson’s disease (PD) (Haacke et al., 2005; Sian-Hülsmann et al., 
2011; Paul, 2016), where it was demonstrated to be sensitive to demy-
elination, iron deposition or structural variations. Interestingly demye-
lination and iron accumulation could affect T1 in opposite directions 
(Stüber et al., 2014), T1 could therefore lack specificity if both phe-
nomena are present. The ihMT method, on the other hand, is more 

specific to myelin in central nervous system (CNS) tissues (Varma et al., 
2015; Girard et al., 2015; Varma et al., 2015; Duhamel et al., 2019). It 
has been used in several clinical and preclinical studies on brain (Varma 
et al., 2015; Varma et al., 2015; Prevost et al., 2017; Mchinda et al., 
2018; Van Obberghen et al., 2018; Munsch et al., 2020; Geeraert et al., 
2017; Ercan et al., 2018) and recently adapted to SC imaging to study 
demyelinating pathologies such as MS and normal aging (Girard et al., 
2017; Taso et al., 2016; Rasoanandrianina et al., 2020; Rasoanan-
drianina et al., 2017). 

By comparing brain and cSC T1 and ihMT metrics collected on both 
retired players and age-matched healthy controls, this work investigated 
whether the cord is impaired and early tissue aging occurs in the rugby 
player population, while refining previously reported brain tissue 
structure damage description. Table 1. 

2. Materials & Methods 

2.1. Subjects and clinical assessments 

Fifteen retired rugby players (all males; 7 professionals and 8 ama-
teurs) without known neurodegenerative disease and with no prior 
cervical spine surgery were enrolled in the study, together with 15 aged- 
and sex-matched healthy controls. Demographic data are summarized in 
Table 2. The local ethics committee of our institution approved the 
protocol and written informed consent was obtained from each partic-
ipant.Table 3.. 

Modified Japanese Orthopedic Association score (mJOA) (Associa-
tion, 1996) and neck pain (Neck Disability Index (NDI)(Vernon and 
Mior, 1991) questionnaires were filled by the participants to evaluate 
motor and sensory dysfunction. 

2.2. MR protocol 

The subjects were scanned with a multi-parametric MR protocol 
using a 3 T MR system (MAGNETOM Vida, Siemens Healthcare, Erlan-
gen, Germany) with a 20-channel head and neck coil. Neck and brachial 
plexus MRI pads (Sat Pad Clinical Imaging Solutions, West Chester, PA, 
USA) were installed around the subject’s neck and shoulders to reduce 
the B0 magnetic field inhomogeneity. When possible for the subject, the 

Table 1 
Multi-parametric MR protocol used for the study and derived metrics. TSE: Turbo Spin Echo; SPACE: Sampling Perfection with Application-optimized Contrasts using 
different flip angle Evolution (Siemens); MGE: Multi Gradient Echo; FLAIR: FLuid-Attenuated Inversion Recovery; CSA: Cross-Sectional Area; GM: Gray Matter; WM: 
White Matter.  

Sequence Region Orientation Resolution 
(mm3) 

TR (s) FOV 
(mm2) 

Acq. Time 
(min) 

Information / MR metrics of interest 

T2w TSE SC SAG 0.6 × 0.6 × 3 3500 220 ×
220 

1:47 Disc protrusion 

T2w SPACE SC SAG 0.6 × 0.6 × 1 1500 256 ×
256 

2:42 Antero-posterior and right-left diameter of cord and canal; 
Foraminal stenosis 

T2*w MGE SC TRA 0.4 × 0.4 × 5 1400 180 ×
180 

5:04 GM, WM, and SC CSA 

T2w FLAIR Brain TRA 0.9 × 0.9 × 5 10,000 240 ×
180 

2:42 Investigating (lack of) major brain abnormalities 

Presat TFL SC + Brain SAG 5 × 5 × 5 5000 320 ×
320 

10 s B1
+ map used to correct T1 and ihMT-bias 

ihMT 
RAGE 

SC TRA 0.9 × 0.9 × 10 2500 180 ×
180 

9:47 ihMTsat maps 

Brain 2 × 2 × 2 256 ×
200 

13:34 

Specific parameters 
Low Duty Cycle (DC) high RF power ihMT preparation: train of ten 5 ms-pulses (Tukey-shaped pulses with a cosine fraction (Harris, 1978) of r = 0.2 ; B1-peak = 14.13 
μT; Cosine-modulated pulses for the dual-offset saturation (Varma et al., 2020;(April):mrm.28324.; Munsch et al., October 2020); repeated every 100 ms (DC = 5 %); 
total saturation time 1 s; B1-RMS = 2.95 μT; frequency offset (f) 7 kHz. 
Five volumes on brain: M0, MT+, MT±, MT-, MT ± and 13 volumes on SC: M0 + 3 repetitions of (MT+, MT±, MT-, MT±). 

MP2RAGE Brain + SC (single 
acquisition) 

SAG 0.9 × 0.9 × 0.9 6.2 315 ×
258 

8:02 T1 quantitative maps; Normalized GM/WM volume 

Specific parameters 
TI1/TI2/α1/α2 = 650 ms/3150 ms/5◦/3◦; GRAPPA = 2; Partial Fourier = 6/8; MP2RAGE TR 4000 ms  
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RF coil was tilted to place the cord as straight as possible and hence 
minimize partial volume effects (PVE) encountered with non-isotropic 
sequences due to the cord curvature. 

The multi-parametric MRI protocol included conventional anatom-
ical techniques, as well as quantitative MP2RAGE (Forodighasemabadi 
et al., 2021) and ihMTRAGE (Varma et al., 2020) sequences, as detailed 
in Table 1. T2* and ihMT slices were placed perpendicular to the cord to 
minimize PVE. The MP2RAGE and ihMT techniques are detailed in the 
following sections. The protocol also included a B1

+ map acquired using a 
pre-saturated turbo flash (TFL) sequence (Chung et al., 2010) to correct 
quantitative T1 values and ihMT signal from B1

+ inhomogeneities (see 
below). The whole protocol lasted 50 min. 

2.2.1. Magnetization Prepared 2 Rapid acquisition Gradient Echo 
MP2RAGE is an Inversion Recovery (IR)-based technique that ac-

quires two RAGE volumes in an interleaved manner, from which a 
uniform (UNI) image is derived, which can then be used to estimate the 
T1 of the tissue voxel-wise. Originally proposed for the brain (Marques 
et al., 2010) and widely used to study pathologies like MS (Kober et al., 
2012; Okubo et al., 2016; Marques and Gruetter, 2013; Simioni et al., 
2014), this technique was then optimized to study healthy and patho-
logical cervical cord (Massire et al., 2016; Rasoanandrianina et al., 
2019; Demortière et al., 2020; Baucher et al., 2021). Recently tuned at 3 
T with regards to CNR and B1

+ insensitivity to study both brain and cSC 

simultaneously (Forodighasemabadi et al., 2021), this latter setup was 
used in the present study. Potential T1 imperfections due to residual B1

+

inhomogeneities were corrected using a B1
+ map as in (Massire et al., 

2016). 

2.2.2. Inhomogeneous Magnetization Transfer 
IhMT has recently been proposed and validated as a myelin sensitive 

and specific technique (Varma et al., 2015; Girard et al., 2015; Varma 
et al., 2015; Duhamel et al., 2019). The ihMT image is generated by the 
subtraction of a MT weighted image acquired with a single frequency 
irradiation (MTsing) and one acquired with power evenly split between 
positive and negative frequency offsets (MT±) (Girard et al., 2017). In 
practice, to limit the effects of MT asymmetry (Prevost et al., 2016), the 
single frequency image MTsing is obtained by adding an image at the 
positive frequency (MT+) and one at the negative frequency (MT-) such 
that MTsing = MT++MT-. Hence, for consistency, the dual offset image is 
acquired twice such that the ihMT image is given by ihMT= (MT+ + MT- 
− 2 MT±). 

Several variants of the ihMT technique have been proposed in the 
past, including single slice 2D ihMT-HASTE (Half-Fourier Acquisition 
Single-shot Turbo spin Echo) for brain (Girard et al., 2015) and SC 
(Girard et al., 2017; Taso et al., 2016; Rasoanandrianina et al., 2020); 3D 
ihMT-GRE for brain (Mchinda et al., 2018) and multi-slice ihMT SE-EPI 
for SC (Rasoanandrianina et al., 2017:p.0912.; Rangwala et al., 2013: 
p.350.). In this study, a 3D ihMT-RAGE sequence initially proposed for 
brain (Varma et al., 2020), and recently adapted to cervical spinal cord 
imaging (Troalen et al., 2018; Forodighasemabadi et al., 2020:p.1175.) 
was used. The preparation scheme (Table 1) was similar to (Varma et al., 
2020; Munsch et al., 2020) and used identically for both the brain and 
SC. Note however, that the spatial resolution and the number of repe-
titions differed. IhMTsat metrics, corrected for T1-relaxation and B1

+- 
inhomogeneities that can bias regular ihMTR values (with ihMTR 
defined as ihMT/2M0) at 3 T (Forodighasemabadi et al., 2020; Varma 
et al., 2019), were derived based on a strategy recently customized for 
the ihMTRAGE framework (Munsch et al., 2020) (see 2.4 section). 

2.3. Morphological measurements 

Discal cross-sectional areas, as well as antero-posterior and right-left 
diameters of canal and cord were manually measured by an experienced 
neurosurgeon for each subject using the Horos software (horosproject.or 
g), based on T2 SPACE image (intra-rater reproducibility: 3.6 %, 4.6 %, 
5.1 %, 4.0 %, 5.8 %, and 7.6 %, for canal AP diameter, canal RL diam-
eter, SC AP diameter, SC RL diameter, canal CSA, and SC CSA, respec-
tively). Cord-to-canal (CCR) and canal occupation (COR) ratios were 
subsequently derived (see definition in Table S1). The degree of stenosis 
(see definition in Table 2) was assessed in the meantime using the same 
contrast. Fig. S1 

The axial T2*-weighted MGE images were used for the automatic 
segmentation of GM, WM, and SC using the SCT (De Leener et al., 2016) 
deepseg tool, from which mean CSAs were estimated at each level. 

Finally, the UNI image (derived from MP2RAGE technique) was 
brain-extracted and segmented into GM, WM, and cerebrospinal fluid 
(CSF) using SPM12 (https://fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm) “New segment” tool 
(Ashburner and Friston, 2005). The volumes of brain GM and WM were 
each normalized by the intracranial content (GM + WM + CSF) to 
remove inter-subject differences and investigate variation with age. 

2.4. T1 And ihMTsat post-processing 

The post-processing steps to provide regional T1 and ihMTsat mea-
surements are depicted in Fig. 1. 

All MT-weighted volumes (MT+, MT-, MT±) of the ihMT-RAGE im-
ages acquired on SC and brain were motion-corrected by SCT (De Leener 
et al., 2016) MoCo and ihMT-MoCo (Soustelle et al., 2020), respectively. 
After motion correction, the MT-weighted volumes on SC and brain were 

Table 2 
Demographic data, NDI and mJOA scores, and overall stenosis score (OSS); **: p- 
value < 0.01.   

Retired Rugby 
Players (R) 

Healthy controls 
(HC) 

Number of participants 15 15 
Players in front / second / third row 

position 
8 / 4 / 3 – 

Mean age (years old (yo)) [min, 
median, max] 

46.8 ± 7.6 48.6 ± 9.5 

Mean rugby practice duration (yo) 26.2 ± 9.5 – 
Mean duration from rugby practice 

retirement (yo) 
9.8 ± 5.4 – 

Clinical scoring 
mJOA (/17) 16.7 ± 0.5 17 
NDI (%) [min, median, max] 9.4 ± 7.2 ** [0, 8, 

30] 
4 ± 8.7 [0, 0, 34] 

OSS [min, median, max] 1.8 ± 0.8 1.9 ± 1.1 [0, 2, 4] 

mJOA, from 0 to 17, with values between 15 and 17 considered as mild 
degeneration and ≤ 14 as moderate-to-severe (Association, 1996); NDI, from 
0 to 50; also expressed from 0 to 100 %, with values < 8 %, < [10–28 %], and 
[30–48 %] considered as normal, mild and moderate disability, respectively 
(Vernon and Mior, 1991); OSS, from 0 to 18, defined as the sum of stenosis score 
at each level (C2-3 to C6-C7 and C1) in a range of 0 to 3 for normal, mildly, 
moderately, or severely compressed, respectively. 

Table 3 
The mean ± inter-subject SD of T1 and ihMTsat in rugby players (R) and healthy 
controls (HC) in different ROIs of SC and brain (see Fig. 1). *: p-value < 0.05, 
***: p-value < 0.001. The p-values correspond to the MANOVA test performed 
on each ROI and corrected for multiple analyses (different ROIs, 2 parameters) 
on brain and SC, separately.  

qMRI T1 (ms) ihMTsat (%) 

SC ROI R HC R HC 
WM CST 929.7 ± 26.5* 917.3 ± 25.7 3.2 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.2 

PST 953.5 ± 27.6 941.1 ± 33 3.3 ± 0.2 3.3 ± 0.3 
RST 919 ± 25.1*** 901.4 ± 25.2 3.2 ± 0.1 3.2 ± 0.2 
LST 925 ± 34.2* 911.9 ± 27.7 3.1 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.2 

GM ant-int 978.7 ± 23.3* 967.6 ± 19.5 3.0 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.2 
Brain ROI  
WM 830.8 ± 17.3 817.9 ± 21.6 3.3 ± 0.1 3.4 ± 0.1 
GM 1315.3 ± 26.8 1307.7 ± 19.1 1.2 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 
dGM 1130.7 ± 28.2 1130.1 ± 29.7 1.4 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1  
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registered to their respective T1 maps using SCT multi-modal registration 
and syN-ANTS (Helms et al., 2008) rigid registration tools, respectively. 
As previously mentioned, the ihMTR was not used in this study, instead 
the ihMTsat metric was calculated. The reader can refer to Munsch et al 
(Munsch et al., 2020). Briefly, the derivation of ihMTsat approach 
(Munsch et al., 2020) relies on a model that describes the effect of each 
RF saturation pulse as a fractional attenuation (δ) of the free water pool 
(e.g. the free pool magnetization right after a dual-offset RF pulse 
(MT±’) is related to the magnetization right before (MT±) by MT±’=(1- 
δM±) × MT± ). B1 and T1 maps were used to determine the δ factors that 

fit the attenuation of each MT-w relative to the unsaturated M0 image, 
given the ihMTRAGE sequence parameters. The ihMTsat metric was 
finally derived from to the formulae (Munsch et al., 2020): 

ihMTsat = (2δMT± − δMT+ − δMT − ) ×

(
B1nom

B1act

)2 

Where the term 
(

B1nom
B1act

)2 
that accounts for the quadratic B1 depen-

dence of ihMT with the saturation parameters used (Varma et al., 2018) 
corrects for B1 inhomogeneities. B1nom and B1act represent the nominal 

Fig. 1. Main post-processing steps (motion correction, B1
+ and/or T1 bias-correction, registration and segmentation, ROI labeling) for MP2RAGE and ihMT images on 

both a) SC and b) brain. (ROIs on SC: GM ant-int: anterior and intermediate; WM CST: corticospinal tracts; LST: lateral sensory tracts; RST: rubro/reticulospinal 
tracts; PST: posterior sensory tracts). 

A. Forodighasemabadi et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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and actual pulse amplitudes calculated from the B1
+ map. The post- 

processing pipeline for ihMTsat maps derivation is available in: 
https://github.com/lsoustelle/ihmt_proc (hash f3f49e0)). 

The T1 maps were then non-linearly registered to the ICBM-MNI-152 
(Fonov et al., 2009; Fonov et al., 2011) template on brain and PAM50 
template on SC (De Leener et al., 2017). On SC, the PAM50 regions of 
interest including WM Corticospinal Tracts (CST), Lateral Sensory Tracts 
(LST), Posterior Sensory Tracts (PST), Rubro/Reticulospinal Tracts 
(RST), and anterior and intermediate GM (ant-int) were warped back 
into the subject space and used for quantification of the quantitative 
maps. On brain, in addition to WM and cortical GM compartments, deep 
GM structures including Thalamus, Nucleus Caudate, and Putamen were 
segmented using FSL FIRST tool (https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/) (Pate-
naude et al., 2011). The brain maps were quantified for each of these 
compartments and deep GM regions. 

2.5. Statistical analyses 

The statistical analyses were performed using JMP Version 9 (SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC). 

The mJOA and NDI scores were compared between the rugby players 
and controls using the non-parametric Steel-Dwass all pairs test, sepa-
rately, and a p-value < 0.05 was considered as statistically significant. 

For SC, T1 and ihMTsat parameters were compared between Rugby 
players and healthy controls using ANOVA, looking at the (R vs HC) 
group effect when accounting for age and cervical levels. P values were 
corrected for multiple comparisons (5 ROIs, 2 parameters, pcorrected <

0.005). 
For the brain, T1 and ihMTsat parameters were also compared be-

tween Rugby players and healthy controls in the three compartments 
using ANOVA, looking at the (R vs HC) group effect when accounting for 
age. P values were corrected for multiple comparisons (3 compartments, 
2 parameters, pcorrected < 0.008). 

To investigate the evolution of metrics with age, linear regressions 
were performed. 

Finally, R1 (1/T1) and ihMTsat maps on brain and SC were used in 
voxel-wise multi-variate analyses using the Permutation Analysis of 
Linear Models (PALM) tool available in the FSL package (version 
alpha119) (Winkler et al., 2014). The Non-Parametric Combination 
(NPC) option (Winkler et al., 2016), which allows joint inference over 
multiple modalities, was more particularly used in this study. To benefit 
from the multi-parametric MR protocol, R1 and ihMTsat maps were thus 
combined using NPC in order to locate potential tissue abnormalities 
and investigate whether R1 and ihMTsat were significantly lower in 
players as compared to HC. For both brain and SC, the analysis was 
performed using WM mask, GM mask, and the whole structure. For the 
analysis, 5000 permutations were used, along with the Threshold Free 
Cluster Enhancement (TFCE) option. The results were corrected for 
Family-Wise Error (FWEP-corrected) and for multiple modalities. The 
threshold was then set at p-value < 0.05. 

2.6. Data/code availability statements 

Data can be made available via a request to the authors and will be 
shared through a formal data sharing agreement. 

The post-processing code has been well described in the Materials & 
Methods section and Fig. 1, with all the software and toolboxes used 
(SCT, FSL, SPM, ANTS, etc.). The ihMTsat map derivation code is also 
available at: https://github.com/lsoustelle/ihmt_proc (hash f3f49e0)). 

3. Results 

3.1. Clinical assessment 

All scores are summarized in Table 2. All rugby players and 13 HC 
presented at least one grade of canal stenosis. NDI were significantly 

higher in players than in controls (p-value < 0.005), but with values 
ranging from normal to mild disability. No significant differences were 
observed between the mJOA scores of players and HC, however, 3 
amateur players presented mild alterations. 

3.2. Morphological results 

Morphological results are summarized in table S1 (supplementary 
data). No differences in SC and brain morphometrics were observed 
between rugby players and healthy controls. However, for cerebral GM 
compartment, one age × group interaction was observed (ANOVA p <
0.03) related to a significant negative correlation between normalized 
GM volume and age in rugby players (p = 0.003), not observed in 
controls. (Fig. 2a). 

3.3. Quantitative imaging results 

Representative images and quantitative T1 and ihMTsat maps of both 
brain and SC obtained from one rugby player are provided on Fig. 3. 

IhMT data biased from PVE due to cord curvature (visual assessment) 
were removed from the analysis (2, 2, 8, and 9 images for the C1, C2, C6, 
and C7 levels, respectively, for rugby players and 1, 1, 1, 7 and 8 images 
at C1, C2, C5, C6, and C7 levels for the HC). Brain ihMTsat maps of one 
rugby player and one HC were also removed because of motion artifacts. 
Conversely, brain and SC T1 maps of all subjects were kept. 

Mean maps of R1 (1/ T1) and ihMTsat for both rugby players and HC 
groups (obtained by averaging all individual maps co-registered in the 
PAM50 and MNI-152 template spaces) are presented on Fig. 4. Rugby 
players globally presented lower R1 (i.e. higher T1) on SC, and a trend 
toward lower R1 and ihMTsat on brain. 

Mean T1 and ihMTsat values in the different ROIs are summarized on 
table 3 for both brain and cord, and for the 2 groups. On all ROIs of SC, 
the T1 values were significantly higher in players as compared to HC. No 
significant differences were observed on brain. Detailed values of the 2 
metrics in various brain regions derived from ICBM-MNI-152 lobes atlas 
(Fonov et al., 2009; Fonov et al., 2011) and JHU ICBM-DTI-81 WM label 
atlas (Mori et al., 2008; Hua et al., 2008) are provided in Table S2 
(supplementary data) for reference and readers who might be interested, 
but none of them reached statistical significance. 

Fig. 5 shows the clusters obtained by the PALM multi-variate test 
(with R1 and ihMTsat metrics and using brain WM mask), in which a 
significant decrease in R1 and/or ihMTsat was observed in players as 
compared to controls. Labels of tracts in which the clusters are located 
were derived from the JHU white-matter tractography (Wakana et al., 
2007) and ICBM-DTI-81 white-matter labels atlases (Mori et al., 2008; 
Hua et al., 2008). The same tests were done with GM mask on brain, and 
GM and WM masks on SC, but no significant clusters were found. 

Finally, the linear regression plots of T1 and ihMTsat values with age 
in different ROIs of brain and SC are given in Fig. 6. As shown from HC 
values (orange lines), T1 increased with age in the normal population 
with statistical significance in brain WM regions (Fig. 6d, p = 0.0006), 
and ihMTsat decreased in brain WM (Fig. 6h, p = 0.003) and SC WM and 
GM regions (Fig. 6e and 6 g, p ≤ 0.02). Different behaviors were 
observed for rugby players (blue lines): T1 decreased slightly with age in 
SC GM (Fig. 6a) and brain WM (Fig. 6d), and significantly in brain GM 
(Fig. 6b, p = 0.02), with all initial values above those of HC. For 
ihMTsat, all initial values were below those observed in HC, values then 
remained fairly constant with age in brain and SC GM (Fig. 6e and 6f), 
and slightly decreased in brain and SC WM (with a slope almost divided 
by 2 as compared to HC, Fig. 6g and 6 h). 

4. Discussion 

While spine degeneration linked to rugby activity has been previ-
ously reported (Berge et al., 1999; Brauge et al., 2015), little is known 
about the spinal cord itself. Taking advantage of a multi-parametric MR 
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protocol including quantitative state-of-the-art T1 MP2RAGE and ihMT 
techniques, both spinal cord and brain tissues from retired rugby players 
were analyzed in an attempt to characterize possible early aging and to 
refine tissue damage description. The global observations made between 
players and HC are summarized in Table 4. While brain and spine 
morphometrics were not largely affected in this population of retired 
rugby players, microstructure tissue damage was demonstrated, with 
deleterious effect of potential cumulative microtrauma highlighted with 
the multivariate voxel-wise approach, especially on cerebral WM tracts. 

4.1. Clinical scoring and morphological variations 

Previous studies on the cervical spine of former professional rugby 
players showed that players complained of chronic neck pain signifi-
cantly more than controls, with more foraminal stenosis, narrower AP 
cord diameter, higher CCR, but no significant difference for clinical 
evaluations (JOA questionnaire, visual analog scale and NDI) (Berge 
et al., 1999; Brauge et al., 2015). Results from the present study, per-
formed on a much smaller cohort, globally aligned with these observa-
tions (significantly higher NDI but ranging from normal to mild, slightly 
different AP diameter, canal stenosis, and higher CCR), nonetheless 
spine degeneration was not prominent in this population. 

On the brain, cortical and cerebellar GM volumes were showed to 
reduce with age in the normal population (Taki et al., 2011; Jäncke 
et al., 2015). Here, the reduction in brain GM volume with age happened 
at a significantly faster rate for rugby players, which could indicate an 
early aging effect in brain GM linked to the rugby practice. However, the 
mean brain GM volume did not significantly differ between players and 
controls, thus requiring further study on larger cohorts and time points 
to better understand the tissue dynamic. 

4.2. Quantitative MR metrics alterations 

The potential microstructural alterations of the SC in players of 
contact sports have never been studied before, except in a preliminary 
investigative study relying on MP2RAGE and DTI that reported altered 
T1 and DTI metrics in players (n = 4), especially in levels with disc 
protrusion (Rasoanandrianina, 2019). In our study and for the first time, 
these potential alterations were more largely investigated using both T1 
and ihMTsat. The higher T1 values in GM and WM cSC regions observed 
in retired rugby players as compared to HC could demonstrate a diffuse 
microstructural alteration occurring as a result of rugby practice. 
However, the lack of difference in ihMTsat values between players and 
HC may indicate that the alterations are not necessarily related to 

demyelination or that alterations seen with ihMTsat could not be caught 
with the same sensitivity as in T1. Future studies should focus on the 
sensitivity of each technique. It would also be interesting to combine MR 
investigation with biomechanical simulations (Rasoanandrianina, 2019) 
to further understand the effects of repetitive impacts on the spinal cord 
tissue and the presence of damage despite non prominent spine 
degeneration. 

On brain, different studies have investigated the effects of sub- 
concussive impacts in athletes of contact sports. DTI and fMRI are 
among the tools commonly used to study these effects (Manning et al., 
2020; Stamm et al., 2015). It was previously shown that football players 
demonstrated changes in their default mode network pre-season and 
post-season (Abbas et al., 2015), and that there was a relationship be-
tween age at first exposure to football and the white matter micro-
structure in professional players, which resulted in significant changes 
in DTI measures such as lower fractional anisotropy (FA) and higher 
radial diffusivity (RD) in anterior regions of corpus callosum (Stamm 
et al., 2015). One DTI study on ice hockey players also found that axial 
diffusivity (AD) and RD values in the right precentral region, right 
corona radiata, the anterior and posterior limb of the internal capsule 
and the superior longitudinal fasciculus were significantly different pre- 
and post-season (Koerte et al., 2012). Whereas these studies demon-
strate the more acute and short-term effects of alterations in players of 
contact sports, our voxel-wise multi-variate analysis using both R1 and 
ihMTsat showed significant clusters in identical brain regions such as 
corona radiata, internal capsule, superior and inferior longitudinal 
fasciculus, which could additionally indicate long term or persistent 
abnormalities that may be linked to the accumulating effect of impacts 
encountered in the rugby practice. The means of T1 and ihMTsat in 
different ROIs of brain (table S2) show a similar (but non-significant) 
trend. 

We also observed a significant decrease of T1 with aging in brain GM 
of rugby players that could be indicative of excessive iron accumulation 
(together with a non-significant trend in SC GM). Iron is essential for a 
normal functioning brain, however impaired regulation can result in the 
production and accumulation of reactive oxygen species and cause 
oxidative stress that the biological system is not able to detoxify (Núñez 
et al., 2012; Daglas and Adlard, 2018). Iron accumulation occurs in 
brain GM with normal aging (del C. Valdés Hernández et al., 2015; 
Hagemeier et al., 2012), however, there is a growing body of evidence 
that repetitive impacts can result in microhemorrhages and conse-
quently, excessive iron deposition (Daglas and Adlard, 2018). In paral-
lel, excessive iron deposition has been reported in several 
neurodegenerative diseases such as PD (Zhang et al., 2010; Barbosa 

Fig. 2. Regression plots for (a) Normalized GM and (b) Normalized WM (on brain) volumes vs age, for Rugby players (R, blue) and Healthy Controls, (HC, orange). 
Age had a significant effect on the normalized GM volume in the rugby players group (p = 0.003) that was not observed in HC, nor in WM. 
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Fig. 3. Representative SC and brain images acquired on one retired rugby player (top: sagittal UNI MP2RAGE showing both brain and cervical cord; axial quan-
titative T1 map, axial MT weighted image obtained with a dual-offset saturation (MTdual) and corresponding ihMTsat acquired mid-brain; bottom: axial T2*-weighted 
MGE, T1 map, MTdual and ihMTsat acquired at C2, C4 and C6 levels). 
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et al., 2015), MS (Bergsland et al., 2017), and Amyotrophic Lateral 
Sclerosis (ALS) (Oshiro et al., 2011; Kwan et al., 2012) and recent studies 
demonstrate that contact sports that involve repetitive head and cervical 
spine impacts, such as soccer and American football, could be a risk 
factor for ALS (Blecher et al., 2019; Chiò et al., 2009). Nonetheless, 
further studies using techniques sensitive to iron such as quantitative 
susceptibility mapping (QSM) (Mark Haacke et al., 2015) would be 
required to further validate this hypothesis. 

Finally, when investigating the aging effect on ihMTsat values of 
rugby players, we observed an early decrease (in younger players as 
compared to HC) that could indicate demyelination and early degener-
ation, however, values in GM and WM then did not decrease with age as 
in HC, which may be linked to tissue restructuration involving microglia 
for instance (Loane and Byrnes, 2010). Indeed, the ihMT technique is 
supposedly myelin specific, however, a recent study demonstrated that 
ihMTsat obtained with cosine-modulated RF pulses for the dual-offset 
saturation (as in here) is less specific to myelination than approaches 
using frequency-alternated RF pulses, because non-myelin macromole-
cules, presumably associated with glial cells, also contribute to the 
ihMTsat signal (Hertanu et al., 2022). Here, microglia could thus 
significantly contribute to the ihMTsat value, hence counteracting the 
expected decrease of ihMTsat with age as a consequence of myelin loss 
with age. Further studies should consider this methodological aspect to 
possibly disentangle the different pathophysiological mechanisms. 

4.3. Limitations & perspectives 

This exploratory study was performed on a retired group of rugby 
players and the HC group was selected to match the age of players but 

other parameters such as profession, lifestyle, or hours of sports practice 
were not considered. More importantly, this investigative study was 
conducted on a limited number of participants and the effects should 
now be investigated in a larger cohort of players. Analyses based on the 
players experience in professional or amateur leagues could not be 
considered in this study due to statistical power, but similar trends were 
observed for both sub-populations in the cohort (data not shown). This 
would nonetheless require further investigations. The position of the 
players (forwards, especially front row, vs backs) could not be consid-
ered either due to statistical power, but such distinction would be 
interesting in the future. Furthermore, a longitudinal study over time 
and different playing seasons would allow to better delineate the short- 
and long-term effects of impacts. Recording impacts information such as 
force, moment, and linear and rotational accelerations as in (King et al., 
2015; King et al., 2016; Langevin et al., 2021) would additionally enable 
to investigate the correlation between biomechanical forces of impacts 
and MRI indices of structural integrity and should be considered in the 
future. 

Another technical limitation of this study was the spatial resolution 
of the ihMT technique for spinal cord imaging. The slice thickness was 
10 mm to maximize SNR while keeping the acquisition time clinically 
acceptable (~10 min). This made the sequence prone to partial volume 
effect when the cord is curved (and some data had to be discarded, 
especially at the lower levels of the cord) and potentially less sensitive to 
very focal abnormalities (which were nonetheless not necessarily ex-
pected here). Note that the TR (2500 ms) could have been decreased in a 
normal context to accelerate the acquisition time, however, the 
morphology of the rugby players precludes such adjustment to stay 
within specific absorption rate (SAR) guidelines. This should be further 

Fig. 4. (a) Mean R1 (1/T1) maps on SC, (b) mean ihMTsat maps on SC, (c) mean R1 maps on brain, (d) mean ihMTsat maps on brain, for the 15 rugby players and 15 
HC (sagittal and axial planes on SC, presented in the PAM50 space and axial planes on brain presented in MNI-152 template). 
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Fig. 5. Identification of the WM tracts where significant clusters from the PALM multi-variate analysis of R1 and ihMTsat are located. The atlases used for cluster 
localization are JHU white-matter tractography (Wakana et al., 2007) and ICBM-DTI-81 white-matter labels atlases (Mori et al., 2008; Hua et al., 2008). The ROIs 
illustrated here are: ACR L: Anterior Corona Radiata L; PCR R/L: Posterior Corona Radiata Right/Left; RLIC R: Retrolenticular Limb of Internal Capsule; PTR R/L: 
Posterior Thalamic Radiation Right/Left; SLF R/L: Superior Longitudinal Fasciculus Right/left; SS R: Sagittal Stratum R; ILF R: Inferior Longitudinal Fasciculus Right; 
and Forceps minor. 
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Fig. 6. Linear regression plots and equations 
(along with MANOVA p-value if < 0.05) for 
evolution of T1 and ihMTsat with age in GM and 
WM of brain and SC in R (blue) and HC (orange). 
The T1 in brain and SC GM decreased for rugby 
players with age, contrary to HC (a, b). In brain 
WM of rugby players, a decrease of T1 with age 
together with a moderate decrease of ihMTsat as 
compared to HC can also be observed (d, h). 
Finally, values of ihMTsat in brain and SC GM 
remained fairly stable with age for rugby players 
whereas they tend to decrease for HC. GM in 
brain corresponds here to the whole cortical GM; 
WM in SC includes PST, CST, LST, and RST 
regions.   
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improved in future developments. 
One should also keep in mind that the MP2RAGE technique estimates 

the T1 of the tissue based on the UNI image obtained from the two RAGE 
volumes acquired with 2 different TIs. Although T1 values obtained from 
MP2RAGE techniques have been previously validated in phantom 
against IR-SE (Rasoanandrianina et al., 2019), and against values re-
ported in literature for different brain and SC regions (For-
odighasemabadi et al., 2021), it is not a pure measurement of the T1. 

As mentioned in the above section, it would also be interesting to 
work with a frequency-alternated RF pulses ihMT sequence and combine 
this technique with a QSM approach in order to disentangle the different 
possible pathophysiological hypotheses that have been raised in this 

study. 
Despite some limitations, and to the best of our knowledge, this study 

is the first to characterize cord tissue alterations in players of contact 
sports using quantitative MR techniques. This study is also the first 
investigating both brain and cSC microstructural alterations at the same 
time with T1 MP2RAGE and ihMTRAGE techniques. 

The techniques and post-processing tools developed in this study can 
now be further used to investigate microstructural alterations in other 
contact sports, different CNS pathologies or aging in general. 

5. Conclusion 

In this work, retired professional and amateur rugby players and age- 
matched healthy controls were recruited and studied for potential 
microstructural alterations of both brain and cSC using medical ques-
tionnaires and qualitative and quantitative MR techniques including T1 
relaxometry and ihMT sequences. 

Higher NDI scores, higher cord-to-canal ratio, higher T1 values sug-
gestive of structural degeneration of cSC, together with increased T1 and 
decreased ihMTsat suggestive of brain demyelination have been 
observed in retired rugby players as compared to age-matched controls, 
potentially due to cumulative effect of long-term impacts. Measure-
ments also suggest early aging and different aging processes on brain in 
the players. These preliminary observations provide new insights, which 
should now be further investigated on larger cohorts and multicentric 
longitudinal studies and further correlated to the likelihood of neuro-
degenerative diseases (Daglas and Adlard, 2018; Zhang et al., 2010; 
Barbosa et al., 2015; Bergsland et al., 2017; Oshiro et al., 2011; Kwan 
et al., 2012) and risk factors. 
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Table 4 
Summary of all the global observations and differences between the players and 
HC.  

Metrics Global observations Statistical 
significance 

Pathophysiological 
hypothesis / Comments 

Brain qMRI 
Multi-variate 

analysis 
using R1 

(1/T1) and 
ihMTsat in 
brain WM; 

Lower R1 (higher 
T1) and lower 
ihMTsat for players 
as compared to HC, 
in various regions 
such as ACR L, PCR 
R/L, RLIC R, PTR R/ 
L, SLF R/L, SS R, 
GCC, BCC, ILF R, 
and Forceps minor 

p < 0.05 Degeneration and 
demyelination in these 
specific WM tracts 

T1 in GM Significantly 
decreases with age 
in players 

p = 0.02 Potential iron 
accumulation due to 
micro-hemorrhages 
induced by repetitive 
impacts 

T1 in WM Significantly 
increases with age 
in HC but not 
players 
Initial values for 
players above those 
observed in HC 

p = 0.0006 Early aging followed by 
potential iron 
accumulation or 
restructuration processes 

ihMTsat in 
WM 

Significantly 
decreases with age 
in HC but not in 
players 
Initial values for 
players below those 
observed in HC 

p = 0.003 Early aging followed by 
restructuration 
potentially involving 
microglia 

SC qMRI 
Mean T1 in SC 

GM and 
WM 

Higher T1 for 
players as compared 
to HC 

p < 0.05 Diffuse degeneration in 
the cord, but not 
necessarily due to 
demyelination Mean 

ihMTsat in 
SC GM and 
WM 

Similar range in 
average 

No 

Clinical/Morphological assessment of Spine 
Cord-to-canal 

ratio (CCR) 
Higher trend for 
players on all levels 
(0.62 on average) 

No Slight degenerative 
cervical spine 
(without specific cord 
atrophy)  

in the range of higher risk 
of trauma or chronic 
degenerative 
abnormalities (Berge 
et al., 1999);(Castinel 
et al., 2010) 

NDI Higher in players 
than HC, but 
ranging from 
normal to mild 
disability 

p = 0.005 Higher CCR but normal/ 
mild disability in favor of 
efficient muscle 
strengthening programs 
and higher pain threshold 
in players (Brauge et al., 
2015)  
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